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 SOCIAL MOBILITY IN CHINA 765

 from the biographies contained in Chinese

 district histories. District histories (some-
 times called District Gazeteers) are a well-
 known documentary source to students on
 China. The vast majority of the nearly two
 thousand districts in China have such his-
 tories. Some of these documents consist of
 five to ten volumes; others run into thirty,
 or fifty, or more. Each set of district his-
 tories, amongst other things, contains a large
 or small number of biographies of male
 natives of the district who have, for one
 reason or another, achieved some promin-
 ence. These histories have been in existence
 for various lengths of time. Some, like those
 for Changsha, were first composed in i87I;
 others, like those for Nan Pi of Hopei prov-
 ince, were made only less than twenty years
 ago. The ones which began many centuries
 ago have as a rule been rewritten or re-
 composed several times by effort of natives

 of the districts who had reached some social
 and political height. Many additions of
 material, including many new biographies,
 have usually been made with each fresh

 effort at rewriting or recomposing the dis-
 trict history.

 In connection with the local biographies I

 am first of all concerned with two things:
 (i) Some men rated individual biographies,
 others did not; and (2) some men, though
 not biographees,5 were mentioned in the
 biographies of their fathers, brothers, uncles,
 patrilineal cousins, or other family members,
 while others were not. For purpose of this
 study those men who were mentioned in
 other people's biographies are regarded as
 having achieved some degree of prominence
 over those whose names were not mentioned
 in any biography; and those men who rated
 individual biographies themselves are re-
 garded as having achieved a higher degree of

 prominence over those who were merely
 mentioned in some biograhpies. Since the
 composers of most district histories appear
 to spare little effort in identifying the an-
 cestry or progeny of all their biographees,
 particularly the more prominent ones, the
 assumption is not absurd that those immedi-
 ate ancestors and descendants of biographees
 who were in any way notable would rate
 separate biographies or be mentioned in
 their kinsmen's biographies; and that, con-
 versely, those immediate ancestors or des-
 cendants who did not rate as individual
 biographees, nor were mentioned in their
 kinsmen's biographies, were probably not
 prominent at all.

 Data from four major district histories
 will be presented here. These are: Chang
 Sha (Hunan); T'ai An (Shantung); Wu
 Hsien (Kiangsu); and Sian (Shensi). These
 four are chosen for presentation here because
 they represent four widely separated areas
 and also because of their relative importance
 in different periods of Chinese history. The
 data are analyzed in the following ways:

 i. First the data are arranged to reveal
 the proportion of those in each of which only
 the prominent man himself is mentioned as
 compared to those biographies which are
 related to one another by lineal relationship
 or in each of which other lineal ancestors
 (such as father) or descendants (such as
 son) are also mentioned by name. For ex-
 ample, the biography of H. C. Ou of
 Changsha made no mention of anyone
 except himself and his achievements; on the
 other hand the biography of C. Y. Fan of
 Wu Hsien, Kiangsu, contained some refer-
 ences to his sons, his grandsons and his
 great-grandsons by name and by achieve-
 ments. Furthermore, each of Fan's four sons
 and one of his grandsons rated a separate
 biography in the same district history. (See
 Diagram I)

 2. Secondly, those biographies which con-
 tain references to the biographee's lineal
 ancestors or descendants by name and by
 achievements, or which are tied up to each
 other by lineal relationship, are then ana-
 lyzed to reveal the number of generations

 of Northwestern University. The basic data used in
 the present analysis were extracted from the district
 histories by Mr. Yuan Liang, of the University of

 Chicago.
 'The term "biographee" signifies in this paper

 the person whom the biographer writes about in
 any given biography.
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 DIAGRAM I

 o AC. Y. Fan

 0 AAAA

 o H.C. Ou

 A-a biographee or his kinsmen who has been
 mentioned in his biography, or who rated separate
 biographies.

 O-a person whose existence is assumed but who
 is not a biographee nor mentioned in any biography.

 through which prominence lasted. For ex-
 ample, in the biography of M. S. Teng of
 Wu Hsien, Kiangsu, only his son Hsiu, is
 mentioned. This is then entered into the
 results as one instance in which family
 prominence lasted two generations. The
 same would be true if the son is a separate
 biographee. If the sons of Mr. Teng's son
 were mentioned, or if Mr. Teng's father
 were mentioned in the same biography or in
 a different biography, the case will then be
 entered into the results as one instance in
 which family prominence lasted three gen-
 erations. (See Diagram II)

 DIAGRAM II

 A M. S. Teng A Teng's father

 A Hsiu A Teng

 A Teng's son

 However, three other circumstances are
 of importance here. For example, Mr. C. C.
 Pan of Wu Hsien, Kiangsu, not only has a
 son who is a separate biographee but also
 two brothers, C. D. and C. T., who are
 also separate biographees. Furthermore C.
 T. has one son who is named in C. T.'s
 biography, while C. D. has a son and a
 grandson who are also separate biographees.
 In this case we have three separate lines of
 continued prominence and accordingly the

 data are entered in the results as two
 instances in which family prominence con-
 tinued for two generations and one in which
 it continued for three generations. (See
 Diagram III a)

 DIAGRAM III a
 '- I I
 A A (C. C. Pan) A

 A A A

 A

 A different condition prevails in the afore-
 mentioned case of C. Y. Fan of Wu Hsien,
 Kiangsu. The biographies mentioned that
 Fan had one "seventh generation grandson,"
 named Pang Cheh who had a son Wen Ying.
 In addition the biographies also mentioned
 two other groups of Fan's descendants: i. a
 "seventeenth generation descendant," Yun
 Lin and his son P. Ying: and 2. a "twenty-
 third generation" descendant Lai Chung and
 his son Hwa. All three cases are entered into
 the results as three instances in which family
 prominence was continued for two genera-
 tions.

 The third condition concerns a rule of
 thumb. If a father is a biographee or men-
 tioned in a biography, the son is not but the
 grandson again is, then the case is entered
 as an instance of continued prominence last-
 ing two generations. But if the prominence
 is interrupted by more than one generation
 the prominence is considered discontinued.
 (See Diagram III b)

 DIAGRAM III b

 A A

 l 0

 A 0

 A

 Prominence lasting Prominence is
 two generations discontinued
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 SOCIAL MOBILITY IN CHINA 767

 3. When the prominence is interrupted by
 more than one generation the classification

 of the prominent descendants who came
 later on will depend upon whether the sons
 and grandsons of the later continued the
 prominence or not. If the descendants men-
 tioned after an interruption of more than
 one generation had no prominent sons or

 grandsons they are merely noted in a separate
 category. In this category are also included
 prominent brothers, nephews or patrilineal
 cousins, whose children are not biographees
 or mentioned in the biographies. (See Dia-
 gram IV)

 DIAGRAM IV

 A

 GA
 (A) A

 0

 0

 The individuals in circles are grouped together and
 are then added to the total number of individuals
 among whom Prominence continued for two or
 more generations.

 4. Fourthly the data are arranged to re-
 veal the number of individuals who are
 related to each other (brothers, cousins,
 uncles and nephews, great-grandfathers and
 great-grandchildren) but among whom no
 continued prominence according to the above
 rules is found. (See Diagram V)

 DIAGRAM V

 A-A A-O 0 0 A

 A AA 0

 0
 A

 5. Lastly the data are analyzed to show
 the kinds of achievements by the biogra-
 phees and others who are mentioned in the
 biographies. Five kinds of achievements are
 found: (i) being a member of the bureau-
 cracy; ( 2) having received one or more
 imperial degrees; (3) being locally known
 for exemplary conduct, according to Confu-
 cian and other traditional ethics, such as
 filial piety, harmony among brothers, charity

 toward the public, etc.; (4) having become
 wealthy through commerce; and (5) being
 well-known for distinctions in art, poetry,
 literature or knowledge of sacred scriptures.

 The results of the analysis are given in the
 following table. (See table).

 A number of observations may be made
 on this table. First, the number of biogra-
 phees among whom prominence continued
 for two or more generations is consistently
 lower in every district than the number of
 biographees among whom prominence did
 not continue after one generation. (The per-
 centages in Column III are always smaller
 than those in Column IV). This result agrees
 substantially with my previous study of
 three district histories from Chekiang Prov-
 ince. (Chin Hsien was the exception, in
 which case Column III would have been 62
 per cent and Column IV, 38 per cent).6
 This would seem to suggest that in these
 districts those who became prominent were
 more likely to be of unknown origin than to
 have come from prominent kin groups.

 When we employ "being mentioned in a
 biography" as a criterion of prominence we
 find the picture slightly changes. The order
 is reversed so that the number of prominents
 in some districts "among whom prominence
 continued for two or more generations"
 became larger than those among whom
 prominence failed to so continue. (Some per-
 centages in ColumnV are larger than those
 in Column VI.) The tendency for the former
 to increase is consistent, although the rate of
 increase, governed by some unknown factors,
 is not. The general reversal of the numerical

 6F. L. K. Hsu, Under the Ancestor's Shadow,
 New York, 1948, p. 308.
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 TABLE

 Locality

 Chang Sha Sian Tai An Wu Hsien
 Analysis

 I. Total No. of Biographies i,382 I,214 i,855 88o
 II. Total No. of Prominent Individuals 2,364 I, 789 I, 910 I,296
 III. No. of Biographies among whom promi-
 nence continued for two or more generations 609 or 43% 36i or 28.8% 324 or 17.4% 365 or 41.5%
 IV. No. of Biographies among whom promi-
 nence did not continue after one generation 773 or 57% 85i or 71.2% 1,531 or 82.6% 515 or 58.5%
 V. No. of all prominent individuals among whom
 prominence continued for two or more genera-
 tions 1,553 or 65% 883 or 49% 376 or 20% 755 or 58.o%
 VI. No. of all prominent individuals among
 whom prominence did not continue after one
 generation 811 ot 35% 906 or 5i% 1,535 or 8n% 54I or 42%
 VII. Total number of instances of continued
 prominence 511 273 142 217
 VIII. Number of genera- Two generations 237 or 46% 197 or 72% 94 or 66% I42 or 65% tions through which promi-

 nence lasted among all Three generations 176 or 34% 46 or i6% 36 or 25% 45 or 21%
 Four generations 88 or 17% 17 or 6% 9 or 6.3% i6 or 7%
 Five and over 3% 6% 2.7% 7%

 IX. Number of Prominent individuals who are 20 41 7 203
 related to the prominent lineages singly (in- (about I.2% of V (4.6% ofVor4.2% (i.g% ofVoro.4% (26.8% of V or 39%
 cluded in V.) or 2.4% of VI) of VI) of VI) of VI)
 X. No. of prominent individuals who are not re- 70 107 is 58
 lated to prominent lineages but also are related (4.2% of V or (12.1% of V or (4.8% of V or (7.6% of V or
 to each other singly (included in VI) 8.5% of VI) ii.8% of VI) ii.6% of VI) 10.7% of VI)

 Chang Sha Sian Tai An Wu Hsien
 (Total XI I553) (XI 883) (XI 376) (XI 755)
 (Total XII 8ii) (XII 906) (XII 1535) (XII 541)

 XI. Kinds of distinction A* 507 or 83% 3ii or 86% 267 or 82% 252 or 69% achieved by all among
 whom prominence lasted rA B 9 or I. 5% Total None Total I4 or 4.6% Total I0 or 3%
 for two or more genera- .8 ' 36i 324 365
 tions P< 1o C 6I or II.9% 23 or 6.3% I9 or 5.8% 45 or I3%

 Cd -1d
 o t` D None None None None [q H _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _

 E 4 or o. 7% 13 or 3.7% 9 or 2.7% 38 or I0%

 F 28 or 2. 9% 14 or 4% 15 or 4.9% 20 or 5%

 A 777 or 83% 422 or 8I% I9 or 37% 228 or 58%

 .8 B 8i or 8.7% i8 or 3% i8 or 35% 22 or 6%

 ,. o C 72 or 7.6% Total 70 or i3.8% Total I0 or I9% Total 94 or 24%
 o Cd 522 51 390
 . 0 o D None None None I or o. 2%

 0 E 7 or o. 5% Io or 2% 4 or 7% 43 or II%
 F 3 oro.2% 2 orO.2% I or 2% 2 oro.8%

 XII. Kinds of distinction A 312 or 40% 494 or 58% 622 or 4I% 221 or 43% achieved by all among
 whom prominence did B 72 or 9% 15 or 2% 646 or 42% i6 or 3% not last after one genera- a

 tion .0 _ C 270 or 35% Total 277 or 27% Total I89 or 12% Total I7I or 33%
 Cd 85, 153I 575 _ - tL Cd D None None None None .2 H

 E 20 or 2% 68 or 8% I9 or 1. 2% 88 or 17%

 F 99 or 14% 47 or 5% 59 or 3.8% 19 or 4%

 bc oo A I5 or 39% 30 or 54% None 8 or 3o%
 .05)  "a B 17 or 44% Total 2 or 3.6% Total None Total None
 no, 0 55 4 26 ; H F 6 or 17% 23 or 42% 4 or I00% i8 or I7%

 * Key to letters: D.-Wealth through commerce.
 A.-Being member of the bureaucracy, or holder of any E.-Distinctions in art, literature, caligraphy, poetry or
 official title. sacred scriptures.

 B.-Holders of imperial degrees. F. -Combinations of the above.
 C.-Exemplary conduct.
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 SOCIAL MOBILITY IN CHINA 769

 strength of the two groups indicates that,
 within the frame of reference of the present

 paper, more descendants of prominent indi-
 viduals achieved moderate prominence. Ex-
 pressing the same thing differently, it means

 that, if we lower the criterion of prominence
 we find a higher incidence of inbreeding
 among prominents. However, in every dis-
 trict, even with the lowered standard of

 prominence, "fresh blood" seems apparently

 to appear to the extent of 35 to 8o per cent
 of all cases involved in the various districts.

 Next let us consider the length of contin-
 ued prominence. As explained in the begin-
 ning of the paper, in each district, the num-
 ber of instances of continued prominence
 is registered. The instances are then ar-
 ranged in sequences to show through how
 many generations they lasted. In this section
 of the analysis no distinction is made
 between biographees and those who are
 merely mentioned in biographies. Two things
 emerge at once: (i) In all districts the inci-
 dence of prominence lasting two generations
 is much higher than that lasting three or
 more generations; and (2) in all districts
 the incidence of prominence lasting two or
 three generations constitutes 8o per cent or
 more of the whole. This again agrees very
 well with my previously obtained results in
 three districts of Chekiang Province. In
 the three Chekiang districts analyzed, the
 incidence of prominence lasting two to

 three generations constituted 75 to 94 per
 cent of the whole.

 Two questions must be answered here.
 One question is, granted that prominence did
 not last along lineal family lines, what

 about individuals who became prominent
 because they had prominent cousins, uncles,
 nephews, or great-great-grandfathers? If the
 number of such individual is large, does it

 then not mean a high degree of inbreeding
 among prominents?

 In answering the question we must look
 for two kinds of facts. First, the number of
 prominent individuals who are related to
 members of prominent lineages (i.e., lineages
 in which prominence was continued for two

 or more generations) as cousins, great-great-
 grandfathers, nephews, etc. In three of the

 four district histories the number of such in-
 dividuals is so small (ranging from 7 to 20)
 that they would be of no significant conse-
 quence to the main observations, however

 they are handled. Only Wu Hsien of Ki-
 angsu province has a much larger number
 (203) which would make a quarter of all

 Wu Hsien prominents among whom promi-
 nence continued for two or more genera-

 tions. However, all of these numbers, large
 or small, were included in the computation

 of the percentage of individuals among
 whom prominence continued for two or more

 generations. (That is to say, the numbers

 for each district contained in Column V
 include the numbers contained in Column
 IX for that district.) The addition of these
 numbers made no difference in our major

 conclusion. For example, in the case of Wu
 Hsien, even after adding the very large num-

 ber of 230 to the total of "prominent indi-
 viduals among whom prominence continued

 for two or more generations" (Column V),
 the size of the latter category is still well
 within the range set by districts.

 A second kind of facts consist of the
 number of prominent individuals whose
 prominence was not continued lineally, but
 whose cousins, uncles, or brothers were
 prominent; the prominence of the latter was

 also not continued lineally. (See Diagram

 V). The percentages occupied by these
 prominents in each district are again so

 small (ranging in number from i8 to I07)
 that they would not have made any differ-
 ence, one way or the other, to the major thesis
 of this paper.

 To sum up: the purpose of this paper is
 to elucidate by quantitative data the extent
 of vertical social mobility in Chinese society.
 With specifically defined criteria for the
 term prominence and a particular set of
 documentary material, it has been demon-
 strated that roughly 50 per cent of the
 local prominents in any district studied came
 from unknown origin and that roughly 8o
 per cent of the descendants beyond the
 grandson generation of the local prominents
 also became unknown. 7 Ibid., p. 309.
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 This picture of rapid change of family
 fortune within a few generations is very
 striking, especially where class is usually
 determined by position in the bureaucracy,
 and where the position in bureaucracy de-
 pended very much upon family influence.
 The latter being the case, one would expect
 family prominence to continue, for obvious
 reasons. Even from the present analysis,
 the strength of family influence in bureau-
 cracy is evident. For example, if we examine
 the biographees among whom prominence
 lasted for two or more generations, we find
 in three out of four districts over 8o per
 cent of them distinguished themselves by
 position in bureaucracy. (See Table, Column
 XI). On the other hand, of the biographees
 among whom prominence did not last more
 than one generation, only about 50 per cent
 were bureaucrats. (See Table, Column XII).
 These facts suggest that distinctions in
 bureaucracy had better chances of being
 continued along kinship lines than others.
 Nevertheless, taking the data as a whole, the
 singular thing is that, in spite of the impor-
 tance of family influence, the picture of dis-
 continued prominence emerges more vividly
 through this analysis than otherwise.

 But here a further question arises. There
 is an American saying, "From shirt sleeves
 to shirt sleeves in three generations." Would
 such a saying not suggest that prominence
 also fails to last along lineal lines in the
 United States as well? While one cannot at
 present express a definite opinion on the
 subject, one must reject any close compari-
 son between the two societies in this respect
 due to a basic reason. In American life an
 individual may achieve social prominence in
 a variety of ways. It has been said that the
 diaper service, which is now a nation-wide
 American industry, was started by a group
 of enterprising University of Chicago stu-
 dents during the depression. In China, on
 the other hand, the path of social ascension
 has been very narrow. Of 7,359 prominent
 individuals involved in 5,33i histories from
 four widely separated districts, only one in-
 dividual was marked as distinguished due
 to "wealth through commerce." (See Table,
 Column XI, Wu Hsien). Practically all cases

 of prominence in all districts were based
 upon (i) position in bureaucracy; (2) im-

 perial degrees or honors; (3) distinction in
 literature poetry, art, etc.; and (4) exem-
 plary conduct following Confucian principles.
 The largest percentage of any group of
 prominents was based upon position in bu-
 reaucracy.

 This being the case, the term prominence
 may be defined for China as we have done
 it here with some actual correspondence to
 the class structure of the society, but it
 becomes much more complicated if applied

 to the United States. Is the machine tool
 shop owner son of an American small town
 politician less prominent than his father?
 Where vertical mobility is complicated by
 so much horizontal mobility, there are as
 yet neither the necessary criteria nor the
 relevant data for drawing definite conclu-
 sions on comparative social mobility in the
 United States and in China.

 III. FURTHER OBSERVATIONS

 This picture of a fairly frequent vertical
 social mobility also agrees with my observa-

 tions in several communities as well as in
 the wider Chinese national scene in general.
 For example, whether it is the North China
 village in which I was born, the Manchurian
 town in which I spent the latter part of my
 youth, or the two Southwest communities
 at which I stopped as a field worker, I
 found it easy to acquire knowledge about
 the present downcast conditions of members
 of families which only a few years ago, or
 one or two generations back, had still been
 prosperous.

 This fall of many prosperous families

 does not seem to have much to do with the
 argument advanced by H. T. Fei in an
 article on Peasant and Gentry8 namely, that
 powerful families have a tendency to lower
 their fertility, so that they die out. The
 only evidence that Fei gave was his own
 family. Yet even a prior, the fact that con-
 cubinage and better nutrition are the pre-
 rogatives of the well-to-do will deprive Fei's

 8 H. T. Fei, "Peasant and Gentry," American
 Journal of Sociology, July, I946.
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 argument of plausibility. Also when we look
 at the numerous descendants of such well
 known men as Yuan Shih-Kai, Li Yuan-
 Hung, Chang Cho-lin, Li Hung-Chang,
 Cheng Kuo-Fan, and many others, we shall
 find fertility has rather little to do with the
 fall of families. The rich and well situated
 do reproduce, but their descendants tend to
 fail of the standards set by their fore-
 bears.

 The rather drastic difference between the
 conclusion offered here and that of Dr. Witt-
 fogel, which was referred to at the beginning
 of this paper, is obvious. In Dr. Wittfogel's
 article already mentioned, he presented a
 quantitative statement on the social origin

 of H i i I leading officials" (mostly prime min-
 isters) of T'ang dynasty and "I53 biogra-
 phies of officials of different rank who lived
 during the dynasty's middle period when

 T'ang institutions were in full flower."9 Upon
 analysis he found 77.5 per cent of the iiI
 leading officials reached their rank by way of
 examinations; i6.2 per cent no record; while
 only 6.3 per cent by way of their father's

 position. Among the I53 officials of different
 rank the picture is much less clear. Here
 27.4 per cent reached officialdom by way of
 examination; 6o.8 per cent no record; while
 i i.8 per cent by way of Yin, that is, their
 father's position. Dr. Wittfogel's observation
 is :10

 "The number of officials in the second cate-
 gory who benefited from the Yin privilege is
 impressive; it is even more impressive when
 seen in relation to the number of degrees re-
 corded: I8 to 42."

 It is hard to see how data such as these
 convey any impressiveness of the Yin privi-
 lege. No information is given as to how the

 I53 officials were selected; nor what propor-
 tion of the I53 formed of the total number
 from which the smaller number were selected.
 Lastly, it is also hard to see any scientific
 value in any quantitative statement of which
 6o per cent of the data is unknown.

 Of course, Dr. Wittfogel was discussing
 an early period of Chinese society and the
 material presented here from the district
 histories refer mainly to later periods, es-
 pecially Ming and Ching dynasties. Sec-
 ondly, it is probable that, with more of his
 monumental work coming to light, some of
 the present difficulties will be resolved.

 After completion of this paper I dis-
 covered, to my surprise and satisfaction,
 that a conclusion similar to mine was
 reached by Dr. E. A. Kracke, Jr. in an
 article entitled "Family vs. Merit in Chinese
 Civil Service Examinations Under the Em-
 pire."" Dr. Kracke's sources-two lists of
 civil service graduates dated II48 and I256
 -were entirely different from mine, but he
 came to the same general conclusion.

 'K. A. Wittfogel, op. cit., pp. 26-27.
 "Ibid., p. 27.

 "l Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, Sept. I947,
 Vol. io, No. 2, pp. I03-I23.
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